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Abstract. The behavioul of a continuous-time stochastic process in theneighbourhood of zero- 
crossings and local maxima hi compared with the behaviour of a discrete sampled =.lersion f the 
same process. 
For regular processes. with finite crossing-rate or finit? rate of local extremes, the behaviour 
of the sampled version approaches that of the continuous one as the sampling interval tends to 
zero. Especially the zero-crossing distance and the wave-length (i.e., the time from a local maxi- 
mum to the next minimum) have asymptotically the same distributions in the discrete and the 
continuous case. Three numeric4 ikrstrations show that there is a good agreement even for 
rather big sampling intervals. 
For non-regular processes, witK infinite crossing-rate, the sampling procedure can yield use- 
ful results. An example is given in which a small irregular disturbance is superposed over a 
regular process. The structures of the regular process is easily observable witf a moderate sampl- 
ing interval, but is completel), hidden with a small interval. 
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1. Introdwtion 
In t eory of stationary stochastic processes, much effort has been 
devoted to the problem of finding the statistical distribution of wave- 
charactxistics such as the lime between successive crossings of a leve 
e time and the vertical distance between a local maximum and the 
following minimum, which are all important for the physical appearance 
of the process paths. 
In 3 ver:i few cases, exact solutions are known; see Siepian 
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[ 121, In others, one has to rely on series approximations whose 
accuracy are ly dependent on the covariance structure of the pro- 
cess; see Lon --Iiiggins [ 71 andi Lindgren [ 61. 
(he fruitful approach, founded on Kac and Slepian’s horizontal win- 
dow concept [ 31, was introduced by Slepian [ 101, who derived an ex- 
plicit expression for the conditional process in which a zero upcrossing 
rs at ti.me zero. The same technique is used by Lindgren 141 to de- 
e the process after a local maximum with a prescribed height u. In 
both cases the choice of conditions has to be justified by delicate ergodic 
e aim of this paper is to derive: similar representations considerin 
pled version of the process. It is also shown that, if the con- 
tinuous process is sufficiently regular, then these discrete representa- 
tions and those in [4] and [ 1 O] coincide in the limit, as the sampling 
interval tends to zero. Numericai llustrations are given in 54. Previous- 
ly, Tick and Shaman [ i 3 ] have sholwn that the expected number of 
maxima, etc., per time unit are approximately the same for 
luaus and the discrete version, if the process is known to be of 
the highly regular band-pass pectral type. One minor difference is that 
extremely high maxima are likely to be overlooked, which causes an ex- 
cess of mc-derate-height maxima in the sampled process. 
In general, the discrete approach has two main advantages. Firstly, 
regardless of the regularity of the process, it is more close to the prac- 
tical situation in which crossings, maxima, etc., are identified in a 
sampled process. Secondly, and more important in the non-regu 
it contains no reference to the “infinitesimal” properties of the 
process. With a continuous approach, the covariance derivatives 
r”(O), ,W (0), etc. -- or equivalently the spectral moments A,, A,, 
- play an important role. These quantities are often difficult to esti- 
mate from a record of a realization of the process which is either 
sampled or affected by zhe impact of a filtering device. In both 
has to make far reaching assumptions in order to extrapolate to 
haviour of the covariance func;tion at the origin or the spectral 
at infinity. 
This vague statement can be exemplified as follows: Suppos T 
cohnuous process E(t) has mean zero and the covariance functi 
r(t) = E@(t) [(O))and that the spectral densi.ty is 
f(X) = (2n)-1 
s 
+0° r(t) e-iJJ dt . 
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Then, sampling at discrete time points ..e, -2& --d, Q, d, 2d, ._ yield 
accurate estimates of the discrete covariance function r(kd), k = 0, f 1, 
22 ) . . . . while a linear filter yields estimates of f(X) Ig(A) i2, wher 
“gain” function of the filter. In both cases, it is possible to cxt 
values of r(b>(O:l or A, = j A r Ta f(A)dX only if on2 imposes severe 
ints on Y or f. Tg use these quantities to make probability state- 
ments about the number of crossings, the wave-height, etc., i’or the con- 
tinuous process can be practically meaningless. 
In the irregular case when r is not differentiable at the origin (A, = 
the cont;nuous approach breaks down. The sampling technique can still 
give useful results as is illlustrated in Example 4.5. 
2. Discrete and continuous condiitional processes 
Let {t(t)]t E R} be a. stationary, zero-mean, Gaussian process with the 
covariance function r, i.e., r(t) = ‘Cov(&s), &s f t)) for aIt S, and let 
{ & I k = 0, + 1 9 +2, . ..} be th.e same process observed at the discrete time 
points . . . -2d, -Ld, 0, d, 2GI, .. . with a sampling interval d > 0; thus 
$ = t(kd). Also write riC = r(kd) := COV(Ei, ki+k). 
We say that a ztii*o upcrossing occurs in the sampled process at time k 
if &_.r < 0 <: fk. Similarly, ‘we say that a maximum with hei 
u +h] occurs if tk_r < & &t+r < &, u < & < u+h. Then, 
of integers k,, ..,., k, , we can compute the conditional tiist ibution or 
(Ek, k = k, Y .“Y k,) given, sali, a z::ro upcrossing or a mzximur 
height in [u, u +h] at k = 0. Gonsidering the limitin 
that we have the conditional distribution given a maximum 
u at k = 0. 
Now define 
and let 
Rg=rLj-(l--r:)--’ {rirj-rlrirj+l -rIri+irj+r,+l 
heorem 2.1. The conditional process I& t zero u 
s the same distribu!iw functions cirs the pro 
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(2.1) kdQk -7jd&+f$, k=O,*l,C! ,..., 
where { uk 1 k = 0, f 1, +-2, ...) is a non-stahnary. zero-mean, Guussian 
sequence with the covariunce functiorr R, z ~QV@, Kj), avld Ed and vd 
are random vuriables, independent of 16 a with the joint density 
f,;,&y) = 
d x2 
42X 
d2y2 
Am -r:) arccosq - - - 4(1 --‘I) 1 +‘I 
for 21x1< dy. 
Roof. Let % = i(&) +jj_1), q =s-I(&) -- _ 1 I- Then the (n + 2).variate 
random variable (f, q, &, k = k, , . . . . k,) is normal with mean zero and 
with the covariances 
v(~~ =;(I +Q, V(q) = ZC-2( 1 -q), Cov(&q) = 0, 
Let us first find out what happens if [ and q assume the values x and 
y. Then the conditional n-variate normal distribution of (&, k= k, , . . . . 
k, ) has mean and covariances (see [ 8, p. 44 11): 
= xa&. --yaki, 
~(l+q) 0 
X 
0 2d-2( 1 -q J 
= .Rkikj” 
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Thus, if K~ is a zero-mean, Gaussian sequence with the covariance func- 
tion I$, then (&, k = k, , . . . . k,, I t = x, fi = y) has the same distribution 
as (XQ -y& + )ck, k = k, , . . . . k, . since f_l < 0 < to .,f and cdy if 
2 I [I < dq, we have now only to give x and y free with the conditional 
distribution of (t, 1) I 2 I [I <: dq) which has the density 
where the constant by integration ii.4 found to be 
d( 1 -r;)-1/2 (ar~ccos q-l c 
For a similar maximum theorem. we need some more definitions. Lei 
1 0 2d-*( 1 -rt) \ 
=11 = 0 id-zf 1 --r2) 0 
2d-,2 ( 1 --rl) 0 d-4(6-8rl 
and write Z,,, = Z22 -Z2LE;$1T. Also write I’IY I’,, r3. 
columns in X2, Z,, -1. For example, the ith element in I”, is 
de&;1 PkiC 1 -r:z)W4q +r2) 
- (?rki-rki _ l -i~ki+l)(l -rl)(l -- 
If we denote this expression by A,. , then (k$) 
such that (rl)i = Aki. In the same ;Jay we can 
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(Bi)L=__ 9 (Bi)Fx__ 3 and (C,)~=_, such that (r2)i = B&y (rs)i =-B’ki, 
(2G,., )ii = C&. The reason wh; we chose the minus sign for BZ will be 
apparent la& on. Also write 
m(u) = u .2d-2( 1 -rl ), 
o2 = $d-2(1 ---r2), 
1 . 0; = d-4(2- 4’: + 2r2 ). 
heorem 2.2. Tk conditional process & I maximum with height u at 
k = 0) has the same distribution functions as the process 
(2.2) 
where (A, I k = 0, *I, k2, . ..) is a no+stationary, zero-mean, Gaussian 
sequence with the covariance function COV(Ai, Aj> = Cii, and $I and f: 
are random variables, independent of A and &th the joint density 
fqd rd@S ‘1 = k;’ exp{--iy20L2 - f(z-m(u))20;2} 
u’ u 
for 2lyl< dz. 
Here ku is 
2n0, J (2~(5dzo;‘)-l)Ip(~(z_m(lr))o;l )CIZ, , 
0 
dnd Q aitd @ the standardized normal density and distribution filAnctions. 
= id-1 (El -g_1 ), SF = d-2(2go -& --t& then the 
previouk;ly defined m;itrix 
is the covariance matrix of the (n + 3)-variate normal variable ( 
Ek, k = k, 3 . ..v k,), whereas X21 Xii (u, y, z)’ and 22-l are the 
tional mean and covariance matrices, respectively, for (& ) k = 
k,l r’=U,q’=y,f’“Z).But 
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(2.3) 
and we have only to 
the coefficients in if 
heiorem 2.1 and dcfilrz tlhe sequence 
To find the proper distribution of 
that E_1 C to, El < to, to = u if and 
conditional distribl!itions of $ and 
ormal with means 0 and m(u) and 
the distribution of (vJ’, 3’7 $j’ = U, 
2 On’ exp(- + y2 0;2) 
4 0;’ exp { - i (2 - m(u))2 oT2 } = 
e 
and th roved. 
ient to introduce the processes {t:(t) I t E H} and 
) such that &r) and [f(t) are c’zfined by (2.1) and (2.2), 
ly, for t = kd, k = 0, 21, k2, . . . . and by linear approximation 
t-values. To stick to the discrete approach, we still define cros- 
hima, etc., as before; i.e,, if $$((I&-1)d) < 0 < &kd), then E(! 
have a zero upcrossing a! time kd although the crossir,g actual- 
urs somewhere in the interval ((k-l)d, kd). 
shall now present the results of Slepian and Lindgren concerning 
nditional continuous processes. Consider the continuous time process 
()(r)i t E R}. We say that 4 has a zero upcrossing at t, if, for some 
E > 0, e(t) < 0 for t E (to -E, to) and t(t) 2 0 for t E (t$; to i- e). We 
also have that t has a local maximum in (0, h’) bvzfith height in lu, u + h] 
if the derivative t’ has a zero downcrossing at some t E (0, h’) for which 
E(t) E [u, u + hl* 
As in the discrete case, we can then for any set of times tl , . . . . t, de- 
fine the conditional di.stribution of (g(ti), i = 1, . . . . n) given, say, a zero 
upcrossing (respectively, a maximum with height in [u, u + h] ) in (0,L;‘). 
Again considering the limiting case h, h’ 4 0, we arrive at “the condi- 
tional distributions of the process at times t, , . . ., tr2 given a zero upcross- 
ing blocal maximum with height u) at t = 0”. 
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If =-r”(O) = a\, < =, then the conditional 
at t = 0) hai: the same distribution func- 
(2.4) + K(t), 
a non-stationary, zero-mean, Gaussian process 
nction 
= r(s-4) - r(s)r(t) - r’(s)r’(t)hil , 
and q is a random variabIe, independent of K and with the density 
f,(y) = Xi1 yexp(--iy2hi1) for y > 0. 
For the maximum theorem assume -r”(O) = h, , rw (0) = X4 < 00 and de 
fine 
A(t) = (X&t) + A,r”(t)) (A, - X$>-1 
B(t) = (lip(t) + r”(t)) (X4 - Xi )-’ 
C(s, t) = r(s-t) - {h, (A4 --hi)} -l 
x { X, &.f(s)r(t) f Azr(s)r”(t) + (X4 4@‘(s) r’( t) 
+ l+“(s)r(t) + h,r”(s)r”(f)}. 
. If -r”(O) = X2, rw(0) = X4 < 00~ then the conditional pro- 
cess (t(t) I m&mum with height u at t = 0) kas the same distribution 
functions as the process 
t E RI is a non-stationary, zero-mean, Gaussian process 
with the covartince function C(s, t) = Cov(A(s), A(t)), and c,, i.p a 
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random variable, irrdependent of A and with the density 
fs,(z) = k;‘zexp[-;(z-Q4)* (IQ -?$)-‘I far2 > 0. 
can be expressed iilz terms of gand a. 
3. Discrete versus -onl:inuous approach 
As we have seen, thie discrete conditional processes tf and 6: are of 
elementary character and their distributions are well suited for quite 
obvious frequency interpretations (see Remark 3.4 below). Their logical 
simplicity is, however, coupled with a fairly complex probabilistic struc- 
ture, including two d.ependent random variables and a random sequence, 
and this makes the:m less suitable for numerical work, This drawback 
does not apply to the continuous processes & and &, which contain 
only one random variable and a stochastic process. The real meaning jf 
& and tu is, however, not clear from their definition, anld therefore it 
is desirable to derive t:hem directly from [f and 6:. This is done in the 
following two theorems; see also the P.ppendix. Thus t* and &, defined 
by (2.4) and (2.5)., can be regarded as limiting cases of the easily com- 
prehensible processes t$ and [z. 
Theorenm3.1.If-r”(O)=h2<~andifkid-*ti,i=!,...,nmsd-*Q, 
then 
P{t$(kiirl) < Xii i= 1 ,...,n) + P{t*(ti) G Xi1 i z= 1, l mm9 n} 
L Proof. Let & --+ % denote convergence in law. By expanding in Taylor 
series it is directly shown that 
cOV(Kki !, K$ = Rkikj 3 R(tip ‘i) = GOV(K(ti), K(ti]), 
L which in turn implies that (+, i = 1, . . . . n) -+(K(ti), i =: 1, . . . . n). Also 
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ski -) r(ti) and pki -) r’(ti)hz A . The marginal distribution of @ has the 
density 
+ /2 
f,d 6’) = f f ed #b’ Yjdx 
-4m ’ 
exp 
-1 
-y2’ 
‘x, YexP 2x2 ( 1 =f,Q) as 1-t-k 0. 
The convergence is easily seen to be dominated so that actually @A Q. 
Since I fd I < i dqd we also get that t 6 0. The thleorem isproved if we 
apply the n-variate Cramer-Slutsky theorem. 
Itemark 3.2, The density f,(y) can be regarded as “‘the density of the 
derivative at a randomly chosen zero upcrossing”. 
Remark 3.3. The normed average d-ltd has the limiting deralsity 
(21Txzl)r’2 {1-@(2lxl~~9}. 
Remark 3.4, There are two possible frequency interpretp+ions of 
P([$(kid) < Xii i = 1, . . . . n} . Firstly, it is equal to a certain relative fre- 
quence in the classical situation in which one, from several independent 
realizations of & picks out those for which f_1 < 0 < lo and looks at 
their values at k, d, ..*, ,lCnd. The second interpretation is ju:i;t as natural,. 
namely when on2 has cbne single very long realization and picks out all 
zero upcroslsings of & ;#md looks at the values after atdditional k, , . . . . k, 
sampling steps, the process is supposed to be crgodic:. 
Theorem 3.5. IJ’--r”(0) = X2, rw(O) = ?td < = &d if kid + ti!, i = 1, .._, n 
as d + 0 then 
{~~(kid) < Xii i= 1, . . . . n) 3 P{t,(t=)l i = 1, l *.y n)- 
1 
The proof proceeds exactly as the: previous one and is omitted. 
fj 4. Numerical il ustrations 
4. Numerical illustrations 
In this section we g&e some examples of 
g$ and tt can be tased to describe the 
cesses 4* and tu and vice versa, with 
and the wave-lengths <, 7u : 
7d * * 
I = the time for the first zer T* 
7d U P 
= the time for the first 1 
5 
We use the technique with mome 
useful in many cases (cf. [ 7) and lb]). 
Let us start with r* and define 
Nd 
k 
= the number 
4 
Also define $ = I if~((k-1)d) 
= p{x$ = 1) . Thli:n 
ss f~d,,t-#~ 
2kI cdy 
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Similar relations hold in the continuous case: 
G E(N,) =: j: fi,(t) dt, 
0 
3 E(N,,) -.; E(N,(N,-1)) = j f2*(t)dt. 
0 
Here&, and f2* can be used to approximate the density f* of r*, and 
the;y are also easy to compute. We recapitulate the formulas for them 
given by Loriguet-Higgins [7] ; let 
a2 
0 
= (.$ = A, _ m2 
1 -G(t) ’ 
be the conditional variances and correlation coefficient for t’(O), g’(t) 
@ven that E(O) = E(t) = 0. Then 
fi,(O = l 
2 2 
OoOt ( ) 112 2ndh2 1+2(t) {( 1-p2)1/2 t -p: arccos p,} . 
Similarly, let C, be the covariance matrix of E(O), k(r), e(t) and pi, pf , 
$, V = (yii) be the conditional variances and the conditional correlation 
matrix for t’(O), t’(r), E”(t) given that e(O) = g(r) = E(t) = 0. Also I.& 
% z= arccos 
%2 ‘13 -v23 
(1 _v;2)l/? (1 _v;3)l/2 ’ a1 = v12 v13 -vA_3 ’ 
and define s2, s3, a2, a3 by cyclical permutation of indices. Then 
(pipfpf)112 (det C rt )-112 
X { (det V)lj2 + s1 aI + (s2 +)a2 + (s3 -n)a3} cl?. 
mark 
litate 
The discrete probability pf is the analogue of fi*. To faci- 
comparisons p$(k) is represented in the diagrams as the areF4’of a / 
rectangle over kd * 5 d with height d-‘pf(k). / 
8 4. Yumerical i iustrIdiol~ s 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
Fig. 1. Discrete and ccminym zero-distances for tl . Solid curie: fp and fi*; dashed curve: fp. 
P*I -cl= 0.25; - - d = 0.50; ----d = 1.013. 
Exlmple 4.2. In fig. 1 we compare p$ with f,, (and f2* ) for diNeren t d;- 
values for the coyjari;irt ce function q_ (t) = exp[ -i t2] . The agreement be- 
tween the two approa~i:hes is triking even for such big sampling inter- 
vals as d = 0.5. 
Example 4.3. Fig,. 2 il’iustra*tes the results for the c,ovariance Functie.7 
r2(t) = exp !: I/(0.6) It I] 
x i: I +~(0.6)Itl-o.2r2 -0.4$0.6)lrP+ 0.04rq . 
The characteristic angle in j’;* for t = 0.3 is cRearly seen for c2’ = 0.25. 
We now turn to the wave-lengths < and ;BU after a maximum with 
height U. If p:(k) = P{[fQ(k-1)d) > @kd), $‘((k+ 1)d) > @kd)) and 
Mf (resp. M,) is the number of local minima or‘ @d) for j = 1, . ..) k 
(resp. of Eu (t) for 0 < t G x) then, as before 
Thus p:(k) is a good approximation for 
is small. Similarly 
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Fig. 2. Discrete and continuous zero-distances for ~2. Solid curve: fp and fp; dashed curve fpB 
Pd’ 5;’ - d = 0.25; - - d = 0.50; ---- d = 1.00. 
2 E&l - $E(MJM,-1)) = ff,(t)dt. 
0 
The functions& and f2u, which approximate the density fu of rU, can- 
not be as explicitely expressed as fl, and f2+ and we refer the reader to 
[6] in which defining integrals can be found. 
Example 4.4. In fig. 3a-c, we compare pt with flu (and J&,) for the CO- 
variance function 
sin td3 
tg(t) = T” 
representing a band-pass spectrum over (0, d3). For low and moderate 
maxima (2.4 =-1, l), 3 sampling distance of d = 0.25 seems quite suffi- 
dent, but for higher maxima (U = 31 a smaller Cs is needed to catch the 
narrow distribution of TV. 
The covariance functions so far have all been of the regular type with 
finite h2 and h4, respectively, and we have seen a good agreement be-. 
tween the continuous a;ld the sampled version. e now turn to the non- 
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Fig. 3a. Discrete and continusus wa&ength for r3 ; max-height u = -- 1. Solid curve: flu and fziJ. 
pd: -d=O25~--c’=0.50;----d= 1.60. u . ? 
Fig. 3b. Discrete and continuous wa?-length for $7,; max.flei$*, u = 1. Salid curve: fiU and fa; 
dashled curve: fiu. pu: - d = 8.25; - - d =: 0.50; ---- d = 1 .OO. 
regular case in Iwhich the covariance: function fails to be differentiable 
at the origin. 
Example 4.5. The covariance function 
represents a process of the band-pass ‘type with a superposed indepen- 
dent I!Rarkov process. For small c the function r4 is harjdiy distin 
able frronr 3 , at. least when t is bounded away from zero. 
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Fig. 3c. Discrete and continuous wave-length for r3; max-height u = 3. Solid curve: flu and fu. 
pd: 
U 
-d=0.125;--d=0.25;----d=O.W. 
Fig. 4. Discrete wave-length for r4 (c = 0.02) compared with continuoy wave-length for t3; 
maximum height u = II. Solid curve: flu andf2U; dashed curve: flu. pu: - d = 0.25; --d = 
OSO;‘---- d = 1 .OO. 
Since r4 h;as an infinite second derivative at the origin, the expected 
Pumber of level-crossings per time unit is infinite. In every neighbour- 
hood, of a time t at which t(t) = U, the. process 4 crosses the level u in- 
finitely often, and thus both the zero=crossing distance and the wave- 
length degenerate o zero in the continuous approach. In tile sampled 
version, however, the concepts of zero-crossing distance and wave-length 
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still make sense, and we can calculate the probabilities p!/(k) and pz (k) 
as before. Fig. 4 shows & for c = 0.02, u = 1 and compares it ‘with 
flu &J for the pure irand-pass process with covariance function r3. The 
effect of the disturbing Markov process is easily seen for d = 0.25 but is 
hardly visible for bigger sampling distances. 
The evident conclusion is that in the presence of an irregular distur- 
bance over a regular Frocess one can “filter out” the disturbance by 
sampling.with an appropi-iate sampling interval and still get a good idea 
of the appearance of the “pure” process. 
This again emphasizes tire need for careful appraisement of the model 
when dealing with practical crossing problems and estimated covariance 
functions. 
Appendix. Weak convergence of probability measures 
In 53, we proved by elementary methods the convergence of the 
finite-dimensional distributions of the sampled processes t$ and tt to 
those of & and k,. Now WC: will show some more sophisticated state- 
ments about weak convergence which will enable us to prove the con- 
verge& in law of the zero-crossing distance r$ and the wave-length {
to r* and TV. 
We start with t$ and & Let C be the metric space of continuous 
functions on the interval [0, T] with the distance d(o, G) = 
sup[o T J I d(t) - G(t) I, and let C be the smallest o-algebra that contains 
‘all oben sets. Since [I obviously has continuous sample paths with prob- 
ability one, and the same is true for t, under the given assumptions 
(they are actually continuously differentiable, see [ 5, Lemma 1.11, we 
can define unique probability measures pf and p* on { C, C} such that 
~‘! (G) E ~1 O(ti) ~ Xi, i =’ 1) ,..) n) 
= p{ ~~(ti) G Xi I k ‘” 1, l ... n} 
and with a similar relation holding fbr p, and &. 
A set A in C is called p,-continuolus if p&A) = 0, where i)A is the 
boundary of A. Then the definition of weak convergence on {C, C} 
can be stated as foltlows: & * pc* @i core ,ergences weakly to ctll ) as 
d -+ 0 if &A) + p* (A) for every ~*continuous set .4. When y’$ and p* 
are measures for stlochastic processes t$ and &, we have t!ke f&owing 
sufficient conditions for wea.k convergence (see [ 1, p. 95 ] ): 
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(1) The finite dimensional distributions of t$ converge to those 
of f, ; 
t2a) sUpdE(t?df(@2 ) < = ; 
(2b) there is a K such that for any t, t +h E [ 0, T] , 
E((@O - tf(t + h))2} G m2. 
Theorem Al. If -r ‘(0) = A, < 00, then pf! =) p, as 63 + 0. 
PrOof. ( 1) Since all involved functions are continuous, Theorem 3.1 
gives the convergence of the finite dimensional distributions. 
(2) Since E(Q) = 0, V(Q) = R, = 0 we have that K~ = 0 and t:(O) = 
= Ed +qd l id almost surely, so that (2a) is fulfilled. 
It suffices to show that (2b) holds for t, t +h of the form t = kd, t + h = 
= (k + i)d. To see this, we observe that if kd < t < (k + l)d, (k+ i)d G 
t+h < (k+i+ l)d, then the difference l&t)-&t+h)l is bounded by 
the maximum of four differances of the type l&kd)-&(k+ 1)d)l. 
Furthermore, for any four random variables E1 , . . . . & 4 
But for f, t + h of the said type we have 
E~(~~(0-~!!(t+h))2} = V+E2 
= V(TCd(“k --Q +i) - rid (Pk -Pk+i)) + vcKk -Kk+i) 
=A +B+C, say. 
< K,(id)2 = K, h2, 
B = 2( l -ri) + 2( 1 +i;)-’ (rk-rk+i)(rk+l-rk+i+l) 
/ - (l-rq-qr 1 k --r k+l -rk+i ‘r,t+i+l I2 < K2h2, 
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These estimates are ail based on the fact that if -Y”(O) < =, then r”(t) 
exists for all t. Thus (2b) holds and the theorem is proved. 
Now we can apply the weak convergence theorem to severa! important 
random variables, e.g., the hitting time of a level U: inf {t 2 0 I &t) 2 U) . 
However, if we try to use it on the probability P(I$ > x) = 
P&$(t) > 0 for 0 < t < x} ,then we have to consider the set A, = 
{G) t: Cl o(t) > 0 for 0 < t G x} ,which has the boundary 
aA, = (w E Cl inf,,,,, w(t) = 0) . This set has a positive @*-measure 
and thus A, is not p* -continuous. We therefore introduce a new concept 
for which the convergence still holds. 
Definition A.2 A set A in C is unifmnly almost p*-continuous, relative 
to the family (~$1 (u.a. p,-continuous { pf}) if, for each E > 0, there 
is a p* -continuous set A, such that 
p*(A AA,) < e, limsup &AAAf) < e, 
d-4 
where A AA, is the symmetric difference (A\A,) u (A&4). 
Lemma A.3. If A is u.a. y,-continuous {p$}, and p$ =+ p*, then 
&A) + p,(A)as d-+ 9. 
Proof. Ta.ke e > 0 and an approximating pL, -continuous set A,. Then 
so that 
Since e is arbitrary, the lemma is proved. 
hmma A.4. If -r”(t) = A, -O( I log1 tII-“) as t + 0 for some a > 1, then 
the set A, = { c3 E Cl o(t) :> 0 for 0 < t < x} is u.a. p, -con tinuous { pf } . 
oof. We show that for small 6 > 0 the set A,, = {a E Cl o(t) $ 0 for 
6 < t < x} fulfills the requirements for an approximating set 
(a) A,, is ~_c*-continuous: It  boundary e:et is 
{uE Ciinf,.,,, a(t) = 0) and by a theorem by Ylvisaker [ 13 1 n this 
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set has p, -measure zero. Note that V(& (t)) 2 6’ > 0 for t > 8, but 
W*(O)) = O* 
(b) A,, is uniformly close to A, for small 6: The difference 
A,AA, = {o E Cl o(t) G 0 for some t E (0,s)) differs from Ai only 
by a set of ~~0measure zero, so that 
p,(A x aA,,)= 1 -+,(A,)= 1 -P{&(t) > 0, O< t< 6) 
= 1 -P{K(t)>?f(t)h;’ 9 o< t< 6). 
But if -r”(t) = A2 -0 (I log1 t IPa) with a > 1) then K has (or can be rede- 
fined to have) continuously differentiable sample paths (cf. Lemma 1.1 
in [ 5 ] ). Since P{K(O) = 0) = 1, we therefore have 
P{K(t) > 9f(t)?i;1 , 4) < t < 6) 
2 P(K'(t) > s”(t)h;l, 0 < t < 6) 
2 J” f,,(y)P{ inf K’(t) > y sup r”(t)X;t} dy 
0 O<t96 O<K6 
2 J” f,(y)P{ inf K’(t) > -iv> dy 
0 o<t<s 
if 6 is small. Since E(K)(O)) = 0 and V{K’(O)} = -@R(s, t)/~s~tIs=po =0, 
we have that P( K'(O) = 0) = 1 and P{ K’(P) + 0 as t + 0) = 1. This gives 
that P{infoct,, K’(t) > -qy) + 1 as 6 + 0 fory > 0, and it follows 
thatIr,(A,AA,)+Oas6+0. 
To get a similar relation for & let K, = [d-l 61. Then 
&A,) = Pl{&t) > 0, O< t< 6’) 
If’ we recall the definition of t$ as a conditional process, we see that this 
pxobability is nothing but 
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If Nd and NSd denote the number of times f ctosses the zero level in 
the intervals [---cl, Q] and [Q, (K, + l)~!] ) respectively, then the event in 
the nominator in eq. (A. 1) implies that Nd ;a 1, Nhd 2 1, and the nomi- 
nator iS kSS Or equal to P{N, 2 1, Nsd 2 1) < E{N, l Iv,d} . Now 
0 C&j +l)d 
E{N, d&d} = J $ W2---fl)dt2dtl 
t1 z-d tp() 
0 s+2d 6+2&i 
G 1 s $(T)drdtl 
tI=-d r=O 
= d [ #(r)dr,, 
0 
where 
--o 
and P&,+Y~,Y~) = the density ofg(O), E(T), g’(O), (‘(7). 
For the denominator in eq. (A.1) we have P{g_, < 0< to} = 
(2n)--l arccos rl - (27+-l d& as a’ + 0. In total, we see that there is 
an M such that 
Now the condition -r”(t) = A, - 0( I log I t I I-+) implies that $1 is inte- 
grable over an interval near zero (cf. [ 2, p. 2 101). Therefore 
limsupil!(A,AA,,)<Mj $(T)dr-+ Oas6 --, 0, 
d+O 0 
whiclh finally proves that A,, is uniformly approximating. 
By combining the two lemmas, we get the &sired theorem for 7: : 
Theorem AS. If -r”(t) = h2 - 0 (’ I log it I I-” ) as rf --* 0 ~Lw SOKW (3 > 1 then 
.I?(T(! 3 x) + P(r* > x) as d + 0. 
We now turn to gf and. e. One possibility is to proceed as for g$ and 
show the weak convergence on (C, C} which will give us the convergence 
in law for all random variables depending continuously on uniformly 
small changes of the sample paths. However, tne wave-1e:ngth r, depends 
on the derivative of & and can be greatly affected even by small changes 
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of t,(t). The remedy for this is to look at, not th :: process g,” 5ut its 
“derivative” $t 9 which is defined by i:(t) =d-l(r;~(t)-@t-d)) for 
t=kd, k=O,+l,K2 ,..., and by linear approximation for other t-values. 
The derivative 6: (t) = d’(t) - S,B’(t) -t A’(t) exists and is continuous 
under the assumed conditions, and 7: and T, can be defined as 
*d U Ed U 
= the time for the first zero upcrossin; of 
Now we can proceed as 
for the processes ktf, 41, 
of which are omitted. 
before and define measures bt, pI( b {C, C} 
and arrive at the following theorems, the proofs 
Theorem A.6 Ifrw (0) = h4 < = then pz * p; as d + 0. 
eorem A.% If rw(t) = A4 -0( Ilogltll-d) as t + Ofor sOme a > 1 then 
P{~>~}+P{~~>~}asd+0. 
Theorem A.6 can be restated as follows: Let D be the metric space of 
continuously differentiable functions on [0, T ] with o(O) = 0 and with 
the distance d(o, G) = SUP~~,~] I u’(t) - G’(t) I ; define an isometry o 
between D and C by D 3 o + o(o) = a’ E C. If j+, (A) = ,u; (o(A)), 
p:(A) = i&~(k)), then I-(, gives the distributions ftir gu and we have 
Theorem A.8. Ilf rw(0) = X4 < OQ, then * pu on {D, P) as d + 0. 
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